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SUMMARY

This deliverable gives a complete overview of the state-of-the-art of available measurement 
techniques for obtaining data for input in the Harmonoise Source model. Some parts were 
already included in previous deliverables and technical reports of Harmonoise WP1.2. The 
measurement guidelines in this report can be considered as an important step towards a 
measurement protocol. 

Data processing is described to the point of transforming Sound pressure (Lp) to Sound power 
(Lw). The measurement guideline for Rolling noise is on the level of a measurement protocol. The 
measurement guideline for traction noise and aerodynamic noise are not yet formulated in a 
format suitable for a standard (protocol), and will require further practical review. The 
measurement guidelines for directivity also need further practical review.
Also included are measurement guidelines for track, other sources (curve sqeel, brake noise, rail 
dampers) and directivity.

Some of the methods are presented as examples. The measurement methods and tools are 
under constant development. Refined ad/or simplified procedures will most likely be developed, 
and may even be more standarized over the next decade. It has not been part of the Harmonoise 
project to create new measurement methods or standards for railway noise.

Further developments would be needed to get measurement methods coherent with procedures 
in force according to the TSI, which will have the advantage of being systematically applied.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this report is to give a overview of available measurement procedures for 
obtaining data for the Harmonoise model. Some parts were already included in previous 
deliverables of Harmonoise. The measurement guidelines in this report can be considered as an 
important step towards a measurement protocol. 

Every measurement needs to be classified in terms of general description parameters. These 
general parameters can be divided into four groups: description of the vehicles which pass by, 
operating conditions of the vehicle, description of the track and description of the site. How to 
record the general parameters is described in chapter 2.

Chapters 3, 5 and 6 contain the measurement protocols for rolling noise, traction noise and 
aerodynamic noise. In each protocol information about measurement procedure, microphone 
positions and data processing is given. The chapter on rolling noise gives a short description of 
available separation-tools. 

Chapter 4 contains alternative protocols in case only track characteristics need to be measured. 
These protocols are partly the same as in the previous chapters. Guidelines for measuring other 
sources like bridges and squeal noise are also given in this section.

Chapter 7 contains guidelines for measuring the directivity, if there is a grounded reason to 
deviate from the default directivity.

The output of all protocols is described in terms of sound pressure (Lp) transferfunctions in 1/3 
octave frequency bands. The Harmonoise database requires sound power level (Lw) of equivalent 
moving point sources in 1/3 octave frequency bands. Therefore the last step of data processing is 
the conversion from sound pressure (Lp) to sound power (Lw) (chapter 8).

Finally figure 1.1. gives an overview of the dataflow from Measurement protocol to the 
Harmonoise Source database. This deliverable describes the data process until the point of 
transforming Lp to Lw.

This report is written and edited by AEA Technology Rail BV. Chapters written by other partners 
are marked in the title of the chapter
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Figure 1.1 Context of measurement protocols. This deliverable describes the data process until 
the point of transforming Lp to Lw.
* The STAIRRS database structure needs to be extended with traction noise and aerodynamic 
noise measurements.

For Rolling noise data the Vehicle transfer function is linked to the vehicle descriptor. The track 
transfer function is linked to the track descriptor. 
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2 General description parameters to record

Paragraph 2.1. describes a classification method developed within the STAIRRS/European 
project which allows to compare rolling noise measurement results of european trains in the 
STAIRRS database. A classification for tracks based on the same idea is proposed in paragraph 
2.2.

2.1 Vehicle description

To be able to classify the vehicles for which parameters are measured, [1] describes a draft 
proposal for this classification. For each measurement a label is required for input in the 
STAIRRS database.

The number of axles per vehicle and the braking type are the two most distinctive "vehicle-
dependent" features with regard to noise creation. In addition, features such as vehicle type, load 
and wheel diameter have a significant influence on noise creation as well as the type of power 
unit. For the comparison of the noise created by different vehicles (passenger or freight) as 
measured in different countries, it can make sense to categorise the vehicles according to such 
features, thus avoiding different names for (acoustically) similar vehicles, e.g. Corail (SNCF) and 
ICR (NS).

The STAIRRS and HARMONOISE label format
A vehicle is not categorised by names such as "intercity train" or "freight wagon", but by a label of 
7 digits (STAIRRS) or 8 digits (HARMONOISE) that represent acoustical relevant parameters. 
The label for a disc-braked intercity train without wheel measures (pulled by a loco) will read 
P4lpulnn, while the loco may be L4meulcn. Digit nr. 8 is an extension of the STAIRRS label 
format for Harmonoise.

Digit: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
descript
or

train type number 
of axles 
per 
vehicle

length 
of 
vehicle

vehicle 
type

load wheel 
diameter

brake 
type

Wheel 
measure

how it is 
encoded

type of 
the train

the 
actual 
number 
of axles

the class 
of length 
between 
the 
buffers

a letter 
that 
describe
s the 
type

freight 
vehicle 
load

the class 
of 
diameter 

a letter 
that 
describes 
the brake 
type 

a letter 
that 
describes 
the 
measure
ype

codes 
allowed

O Other (i.e. 
maintenance 
vehicles...)

u
unknown

u
unknown

u
unknown

u
unknown 

u
unknown

u
unknown

n
no measure

H
High speed 
passenger

1 l
long, >20m

m
Self-
motored 
passenger 
coaches

l
loaded 
freight

l 
large, >800 
mm

c
cast-iron

d
dampers

P
conventional 
Passenger

2 m
medium, 
12 to 20 m

p
pulled 
passenger 

n
not 
loaded 

m 
medium, 
500 to 800 

k
k-block

s
screens

http://vehicles...)
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Digit: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
descript
or

train type number 
of axles 
per 
vehicle

length 
of 
vehicle

vehicle 
type

load wheel 
diameter

brake 
type

Wheel 
measure

coaches freight mm

F
Freight

3 s
short <12 
m

d diesel 
loco

s 
small < 500 
mm

n 
non tread 
braked, like 
disc, drum, 
magnetic

O
other

L 
Loco

4 e electric 
loco

et cetera E, F, G, H, 
I, K, L, O, 
R, S, T, U, 
Z
UIC-
designation 
for freight 
vehicles 

Appending
The format allows for appending digits – only the first 8 digits are obligatory. However, an index 
should be appended in case of separate vehicles groups with the same 8-digit label in one train. 
For example, if a train consists of 3 different groups of vehicles, of which the 2 outer groups are 
equal, but differ from the middle one:
first group: P4lpulnn_1. 
second group: P4lpulcn
third group: P4lpulnn_2
Reference [1] gives a detailed description of every digit in the label.

Code examples
The codes can be provided in the following way:
Passby 25 with speed 124 km/h has code P4lpulnn
Passby 26 with speed 92 km/h consists of vehicles 3 to 9 with code F4lSulcn, 14 to 19 with 
code F2mRulun and 20 to 22 with code F4lSulcn. 
From the second example it is clear that if a train consists of more than one type of vehicle, then 
also more than one Vehicle Passby code should be delivered. Note that for a proper analysis at 
least 3 similar vehicles are required; this is what we call a vehicle group. E.g. in the second 
example, vehicles 1 to 2 could be locos and vehicles 10 to 13 could be various vehicles. 
Should the other vehicle parameters fail, then the database record is still valid though not 
complete.

Additional train information per pass-by: 
National type description of rolling stock (as extensive as possible, include a picture if possible), 
train composition, train running direction (if reversed), time of each pass-by. It is recommended to 
make a video recording or a photograph of each pass-by. See also site information (§ 2.5).

Reference: 
[1] WP1.2 RailSources D11, Categorisation of Vehicles and Tracks: overview and draft proposal, 
HAR12TR-021107-SNCF10.doc.
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2.2 Track description

To be able to classify the Track for which parameters are measured, [1] describes a draft 
proposal for this classification. For each measurement a label is required for input in the 
measurement database.
In analogy to the vehicle descriptor a track descriptor is proposed in [1], as shown below.

digit: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
descriptor Track type Track 

base

Sleeper 

type

Rail 

Fastener

Track dynamic 

characteristics

Rail 

type

Sleeper 

spacing

Additional 

measures

Roughness 

condition

Rail 

joints

Railpad

type

Curvature

how it is 

encoded

Application 

speed 

related

Type of 

track base

Sleeper 

type

indicator

Fastener

abbreviatio

n

Decay rates kg/m Distance 

in cm 

A letter 

describing 

acoustic 

device

Indicator

for 

roughness

Prese

nce of 

joints 

and 

spacin

g

Presents a 

indication 

of the 

stiffness

codes 

allowed

H

High speed 

(>200 

km/h)

B

Ballast

W

Wood

S

Springclip

D

Rail 

damper

E

Well 

maintained 

and very 

smooth

N

None

S

Soft

M

Medium 

speeds

S

Slab track

M

Concrete 

mono-

block

D

Delta plate

B

Low barrier

M

Normally

maintained

S

Single 

switch

M

Medium

L

Only low 

speeds 

below 100 

km/h

C

Concrete 

bridge

B

Concrete 

bi-block

B

Bolted 

plate

O

Other

N

Not well 

maintained

D

Two 

switch

es per 

100 m

H

Hard

E

Steel 

bridge

Z

Steel 

zigzag

O

Other

B

Not 

maintained 

and bad 

condition

M

More 

than 

two 

switch

es per 

100 

meter

O

Other

S

Steel

The noise radiated by the track is strongly related to the composition of the track (e.g. rail and 
sleeper type, stiffness and damping of the rail fastening and of the ballast). For digit 2, the 
physical parameters that are important are the dynamic stiffness and damping of the base; for 
digit 3, it is the mass and the geometrical characteristics of the sleeper, for digit 4, the pad 
dynamic stiffness and damping. As regards digit 5, it has been shown that the track decay rate is 
the most appropriate parameter to describe the track vibration response. It includes implicitly the 
uncoupling frequency between rail and sleeper. Dynamic stiffness and damping of the base and 
the pad can be deduced from the knowledge of the track decay rate, as shown in § 4.3. It can 
furthermore be directly measured. Different templates could be proposed as default.
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Reference: 
[1] WP1.2 RailSources D11, Categorisation of Vehicles and Tracks: overview and draft 
proposal, HAR12TR-021107-SNCF10.doc.

2.3 Pass-by speed

The pass-by speed has to be measured with an accuracy of 5%. The pass-by speed can be 
obtained with the following or similar methods:

method comments Speed 
calculated from 
length of vehicle

Accuracy 
<=5%

1 Radar-doppler Does not contain trigger signal 
wheelpositions

no yes

2 Optical 
interruption

Output contains trigger signal wheel 
positions

yes yes

3 Puls in track 
(AEAT)

Output contains signal wheel 
positions, pass-by speed first and 
last vehicle

no yes

4 Puls from treadle
(SNCF)

Electromagnetic treadle, fixed on the 
rail which detects wheel passing and 
provides a TTL signal.

yes yes

5 Signal from 
accelerometers

Wheel positions are derived from this 
signal

yes yes

6 Speed info from 
driver*

Depends on the accuracy of the 
tachometer on the train

no probably

Table 2.3.1. methods for measuring the pass-by speed. *use only if all other options fail.

If radar-Doppler equipment is used (method 1), the pass-by speed is measured directly. The 
disadvantage of this method is that no trigger signal will be available. The trigger signal (T1, see § 
3.2.1) has to be measured separately.

The method of interruption of a light beam at wheelheight (method 2) gives a TTL-puls, which 
gives the exact position of the wheels in relation to the signals from the accelerometers and the 
microphones. The pass-by speed can be deduced from the length of the vehicle, or directly if two 
lightbeams with a interval of 30-50cm are used.

At AEAT dedicated train speed measure equipment is used (method 3). Two inductive 
transducers with a fixed distance of 30cm are placed at the side of the rail on at least two sleeper 
spacings away from the measurement cross-section. The signals are processed with special 
special build equipment, and the output contains a TTL-trigger signal for each wheel and the 
pass-by speed for the first and the last vehicle of the train. The trigger signal is recorded together 
with the accelerometer and microphone signal ((T1, see § 3.2.1).

If these methods are not available, the trainspeed can be deduced from the accelerometer 
signals (method 4). In this case the length of the vehicle has to be known, unless an extra 
accelerometer is placed on a fixed distance from the measurement cross section.
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If all options fail, the train driver can read the speed from the tachometer. In practice this should 
also give an accuracy of 5%.

2.4 Operating conditions

Guidelines for documentation of operating conditions for vehicles are described in prEN ISO 
3095:2001.

2.5 Site information

It is recommended to collect the following information about the measurement-site:

item
country
Nearby village
Line (from/to)
Mile code or km-code
Pictures of total measurement 
setup
Pictures of measurement setup 
details
date
Wind speed
Air temperature
rail temperature [ºC, accuracy ± 
5 ºC].
Sketch of profile
Ground type
Ground condition (frozen etc)

Table 2.5.1. Site information
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3 Measurement guideline rolling noise vehicle

Rolling noise can be characterised by the following scheme:

Figure 3.1. olling noise calculation scheme.

In order to fill in the Harmonoise database for rolling noise, all left-sid elements should be known: 
Wheel roughness, railroughness, contact filter and train speed. Methods for calculating the 
transferfunctions are given in  § 3.2. A method for converting from Lp (sound pressure) to LW

(sound power) is given in chapter 8. With this method the L W,veh and L W,tr can be calculated 
directly. The Transferfunctions are calculated by substracting the combined roughness (L r,eff(f) + 
CF(f)) from the L W,veh and L W,tr. 

3.1 Rail & wheel rougness

3.1.1 Rail roughness

It is shown in reference [1] that the following protocol provides the same measurement accuracy 
as the original prEN ISO 3095:2001 protocol, but in less time and with a longer wavelength range 
for 1.2 m instruments:

- If one clear running band is visible, determine its width 
(see photograph); if the width is smaller than 30 mm, then 
it suffices to measure only one line on the rail under 
consideration; 

- If the width exceeds 30 mm, or if two running bands are 
visible, then measure 2 (or 3) parallel lines at 
representative lateral positions of the rail under 
consideration. The position of the contact patch may 
become more certain if a piece of tape is stuck across the 
railhead before pass-by of the train of interest;

- In order to extend the spectral range, the two central 
sections “3” and “4” of the ISO-protocol are shifted 10 cm towards each other in order to 
obtain 20 cm overlap. Besides this, an additional section should be measured at either side of 

Wheel roughness
rveh

Rail roughness
rtr

Vehicle transfer
function
H*veh

Track transfer
function

H*tr

Train
speed V

rtot

LW(A)

Vehicle

Track

Transfer from roughness to
sound powerExcitation

LW(A)
Contact
filter CF
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the two central ones, overlapping the central ones by 20 cm. Note that these additional 
sections are used only for long wavelength information. In cases where 2 (or 3) parallel lines 
should be measured, there is no need to measure these for the additional sections.

- The site average spectrum is found by averaging all measured lines energy wise. This yields 
a spectrum up to a wavelength of 10 cm (as before with the ISO-protocol). Next, the central 
sections (3 | 4 | 5 | 6) are processed according to a suitable concatenation procedure (e.g. 
see [1]) to provide additional information between 12.5 and 31.5 cm. These bands are used 
to extend the site average spectrum. 

- For type testing purposes, all sections should be measured. Also for other purposes it is 
recommended that the full protocol be measured. In case of measurements on busy tracks, it 
is allowed to omit the outer sections 1 and 8. This protocol with only 6 sections will be called 
the shorter protocol.

An overview of this protocol is given in the Figure below. The omitted sections 1 and 8 for the 
shorter protocol are between parentheses. 

exterior noise microphone

cross section (1) 2 7 (8)3 4

r

r

r r r

1 profile line of 1.2 m length

REFERENCE section

5 6

1 m 1 m1.2 m

New proposal for rail roughness measurement protocol for instruments of 1.2 m length.

Like the ISO standard protocol, this STAIRRS proposal does not explain how trolley systems 
should measure track sites. It has been proposed to use continuous measurements in such 
cases.

[1] STAIRRS Deliverable 11 part 4, Direct roughness measurements and Vibro-acoustic Track 
Noise method  (ref. STR23TR130902AEA1), AEA Technology Rail, Edwin Verheijen e.a., 
September 2002.

3.1.2 Wheel roughness

The instrument should contain a measurement probe that scans the relative excursion of the 
tread while the wheel is turned around. First, the centre of the running band on the wheel tread 
should be identified. In case of doubt, the middle of the wheel tread is taken as the centre of the 
running band. Then measure three parallel lines per wheel, and two wheels of one axle per 
vehicle. The lines should be either 10 or 20 mm apart, whatever is possible within the width of the 
shiny running band, see the figure below. 
Measuring one wheel set per vehicle can give a sufficiently representative roughness 
characteristic for that vehicle. However, it should be made certain by visual inspection that all 
wheel sets show similar surface roughness.
For the assessment of the wheel roughness of trains consisting of more than 3 vehicles, the 
minimal requirement is to measure every other similar vehicle. Similarity is defined here with 
respect to function, brake type, wheel set type and maintenance regime. In case of multiple unit 
trains (typically without a loco), motored as well as non-motored axles should be measured. The 
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average wheel roughness of a train is finally calculated by weighting the contributing spectra in 
correspondence with the occurrence of the vehicle types in that train. 
The wavelength range should cover wavelengths up to 31.5 cm, like for rail roughness.

Pictures showing running bands and the choice of centre and off-centre lines.

3.1.3 Wheel roughness TNO, IDR method (TNO)

The IDR method (indirect method for obtaining wheel roughness) from TNO is described in this 
paragraph. This is an alternative for the direct wheel roughness measurements.

The total roughness can be determined form the following formula:

f)20lg(2(f)A(f)A
N8.68
(f)VTD

10lg(f)L(f)L 43
s

veqrtot 









f)20lg(2(f)A
N8.68
(f)VTD

10lg(f)L(f)L 4
s

veqeffrtot, 









where
Lrtot(f) = total roughness spectrum [dB re 10-6m];
Lrtot,eff(f) = total effective roughness spectrum [dB re 10-6m];
Lveq(f) = equivalent rail vibration velocity spectrum during passby interval [dB re 10-6 m/s];
V = train speed [m/s];
N = number of wheel passbys in the interval;
T = durection of the passby interval [s];
Ds(f) = spectrum of the vertical spatial decay rate [dB/m];
A3(f) = conversion spectrum for the difference between roughness and effective roughness 

due to the contact filter.
A4(f) = conversion spectrum for the difference between displacement of the rail in the contact 

point and the effective roughness.

-2 0 2 cm -1 0 1 cm
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Correction spectrum A4(f) is described by the values in the table below.

Frequency [Hz] Soft railpad Medium railpad Hard railpad
63 1.0 -3.0 -3.0
80 4.1 2.3 2.3
100 2.7 2.6 2.6
125 0.9 0.8 0.8
160 0.1 0.0 0.0
200 0.0 0.0 0.0
250 -0.6 0.0 0.2
315 -1.2 -2.6 -0.1
400 -1.3 -3.9 -2.8
500 -0.9 -4.8 -6.5
630 -0.9 -3.2 -8.1
800 -1.6 -2.6 -6.9
1000 -2.7 -4.3 -5.0
1250 -5.6 -6.2 -4.4
1600 -8.0 -7.5 -6.4
2000 -9.5 -8.8 -8.4
2500 -10.0 -9.8 -9.5
3150 -11.3 -11.2 -11.1
4000 -13.7 -13.6 -13.6
5000 -14.9 -14.8 -14.8
Table 3.1.3.1: Spectra for determining the difference between vertical rail displacement in the 
contact point and the effective roughness for three categories of railpad.

The categories soft , medium and hard railpad are defined according to the following table with 
dynamic stiffness in vertical direction:

Soft railpad Medium railpad Hard railpad
Concrete duoblock 
sleeper 

 400 MN/m 400-800 MN/m  800 MN/m

Concrete sleeper  800 MN/m  800 MN/m -
Wooden sleeper all - -
Tabel 3.1.3.2: Distribution of 3 categories of railpad depending on the type of sleeper and 
dynamic pad stiffness.

For more information please refer to:

[1] F.G. de Beer, H.W. Jansen, M.G. Dittrich: ‘STAIRRS Level 2 measurement methods: Indirect 
roughness and transfer function”, TNO-TPD-rapport, July 2002. 
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3.1.4 Contact filter

No measurement protocol is available for measuring the contact filter. Contact filter spectra for 
different kind of wheel/load combinations are given in [1] D12 part2. This data was obtained using 
TWINS modelling calculations.

[1] D12 part 2, Definition of track influence, track composition and rolling noise, HAR12TR-
030403-AEA10, M. Beuving 2003.

3.2 Track & vehicle transfer function

Several methods for seperation of vehicle and track contribution have been developed in the 
STAIRRS project (VTN, MISO, PBA). The VTN and MISO tools sperate Lp into L p,veh and L p,tr at 
7.5 m distance. With the method described in chapter 8 (Lp to LW) the L W,veh and L W, tr are 
calculated. The final transfer function can be calculated from LW by substracting the combined 
effective roughness, which is (Lr,veh + Lr,tr + CF).

3.2.1 Instrument placement

See figure below
Two Lateral and two Vertical accelerometers are needed (L1, V1,L2,V2): the two lateral ones are 
placed on one side of the railhead and the vertical ones under the railfoot, all at midspan (midway 
between two sleepers, see picture). One more vertical accelerometer S1 is placed on the sleeper 
close to the railfastener.
Slab track: if there is not enough space to fit V1 and V2 under the railfoot, it is allowed to fix these 
accelerometers on top of the railfoot, as close as possible to the centre. S1 should be placed 
between the fasteners, at about 1/3 of the slab length and 1/3 of the slab width.

Microphones positions (distance from centre of track / height above railhead):
M1: 7.5m/1.2m
M2: 1.75m/0.0m

One Trigger or treadle (T1): 2 sleeper spacings away from the cross section, upstream (in figure
the blue line).
Fc=80 Hz for Train Speed<200kph
Fc=150 Hz for Train Speed>200 kph
If you plan to use the MISO-tool, use a high-pass (hardware) filter at least on signals M2, V1, L1, 
V2, L2 and S1 between transducer and tape recorder. For trains speeds below 200 km/h, the cut-
off frequency should be 80 Hz. For speeds above 200 km/h it should be 150 Hz.

Not all signals are equally important for all characterisation and separation tools. See §2.3.6. For 
the VTN and PBA tools, The high pass-filter is not necessary. If you elect to use a filter, please 
provide a transfer spectrum. 
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M2: 1.75 m/0.0 m

M1: 7.5 m/1.2 m

S1
T1

V=vertical

L=lateral V1
L1

L2
V2

2·d

d = sleeper spacing

3.2.2 Equipment

Equipment required for the measurements consists of microphones, vibration recorders with 
measurement chain, together with a multi-channel 1/3 octave and octave analyzer and 
multichannel recorder. The vibration recorders should be moisture proof and need to be firmly 
attached. The measurement chains need to be well adjusted with regard to possible overload of 
the measured signal.
All equipment, including analyzers, cables and recorders must satisfy the requirements for "typeI" 
equipment according to EN 61260. Microphones must be calibrated with nearly flat frequency 
characteristic in the free field. The 1/3 octave filters and octave filters must satisfy EN 61260. The 
microphones must be equipped with a windshield. Before and after every measurement session, 
the measurement chains of microphones and vibration recorders are calibrated using calibrators 
with an accuracy of at least  0.3 dB (class I according HD 556 S1), at one or more frequencies in 
the relevant frequency domain. Measurement results must be rejected if there is a difference of 
more than 0.5 dB in the calibration. The frequency domain lies between 20 and 10 000 Hz. The 
calibrators must be checked at least once a year according to HD 556 S1. The instrumentation 
must be checked at least twice a year according to EN 61260. The date of the last calibration is 
stated in the report.

3.2.3 Signal specifications

Noise and vibration signal bandwidth: 10 Hz – at least 7.5 kHz, but preferably 10 kHz.
Minimal Effective dynamic range: 40 dB
Trigger signal: TTL-like pulse at each wheel passby, same bandwidth as above.
Noise, vibration and trigger signal must be of equal length, recorded simultaneously and 
synchronously on the same analyzer. Signal length, however, may vary between pass-bys. Full 
train pass-by must be taken, leaving a few seconds of background noise before and after the 
pass-by.

3.2.4 Data file formats

Raw signals must preferably be stored in MATLAB files, or otherwise ASCII-files. 
For each train pass-by 8 files must be delivered:
2 sound pressure signals with reference [1 Pa]
5 acceleration signals with reference [1 m/s2]
1 trigger signal with maximum aligned to unity.
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 Contents of mat-files:

Name Size Bytes Class
comment 1x102 204 char array (optional) channel description; length 

may vary
data 690000x1 5520000 double 

array
signal itself; length may vary; for 
units see above

dt 1x1 8 double 
array   

sample period [s]

 Alternatively: contents of ASCII-files:
The first line is a header, its first 7 digits are reserved for the sample period in seconds, ending 
with a tab.
The rest of first line may be text (e.g., channel description).
Data are written in one single column.
The pass-by files should be delivered as mat-files (see above), not as ASCII-file format.

 File names
A file must be named as stated here :

- file names are in 8 digits + extension;
- digit 1 and 2 are channel descriptor (M1, M2, T1, S1, L1, V1, L2 or V2);
- digit 3 is underscore;
- digit 4, 5, 6 is pass-by reference number (preceded by enough zeros as in example 

below);
- free digit 7 and 8 may contain additional information.

Example:   M1_008.mat (or, if it’s an ASCII file,   M1_008.txt )

3.2.5 Tools for separation

The STAIRRS project has yielded three tools that are used for characterisation and or separation. 

1. TNO propose the PassByAnalysis (PBA) tool that includes InDirect Roughness (IDR) method 
and Transfer function calculation. These are characterisation tools (and in special cases 
these can perform separation).

2. SNCF propose the Multiple In Single Out (MISO) tool for separation.
3. AEAT propose the Vibro-Acoustic Track noise (VTN) tool for separation.

In order to add data to the database, analysis with tool 1 (PBA) is required, while tool 2 and 3 are 
exchangeable. This means that the user is free to choose between VTN and MISO for 
separation. However, the STAIRRS measurement protocol suggests all signals be measured, 
using a highpass filter on M2, L1, V1, V2, L2, S1.
The following table lists the signals that are required, per tool.

tool developer M1 M2 L1 L2 V1 V2 T1 S1 highpass filter 
(M2, L1, V1)

PBA TNO ++ - ++ + ++ + + - o
MISO* SNCF ++ ++ ++ + ++ + ++ + ++
VTN AEAT ++ o ++ + ++ + + + o
++ = required o = optional
+ = recommended    - = not used
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3.2.6 VTN

Data input
The sound pressure, trigger and acceleration signals should be stored in matlab files with the 
format described in § 3.2.4. to let VTN work with it. All signals should describe the same period of 
time.

To calculate the track and vehicle contributions to the sound pressure level VTN needs Rail type, 
Track type and Train speed as input. To calculate the transferfunctions (between the roughness 
and the track and vehicle contributions to the sound pressure level) VTN also needs the Axles per 
meter and a file with the Roughness and Contact Filter spectra.

User interface
There are three modes to work with VTN, one of them is the signal selection mode: VTN displays 
the measured data on a screen (see figure). On top of the screen VTN has translated the trigger 
signals to wheels and vehicles. The user checks the quality of the measured signals and selects 
which signals to use. Next the user cuts the signals to determine the sound pressure level of one 
vehicle group. 
The other two modes of VTN (direct mode and spectra mode) are designed for the case one has 
to analyse many vehicle groups.

Data output
As output VTN gives a third octave plot of the measured total sound pressure on the position of 
microphone M1 (see § 3.2.1) and the calculated contributions of the track and vehicle to this total 
(see figure). Also the accelerations of the two measured rails and the sleeper are plotted together 
with their individual contributions to the sound pressure.
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The user can save the following data to an excel file:
- measured sound pressure spectra of microphones M1 and M2,
- calculated contribution to the sound pressure spectrum of microphone M1 of the track 

and the vehicle,
- vibration spectra of the rail (vertical and lateral motion) and the sleeper 
- the train speed, 
- axles per meter, 
- roughness and contact filter spectra,
- the vehicle, track and overall transfer functions.
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3.2.7 MISO (SNCF)

Software overview

Based on the MISO method [see Ref1,Ref2 ], a software also named MISO has been developed in 
order to easily post-process the measured data acquired using the STAIRRS measurement 
protocol and perform the separation. 
This tool runs on a PC platform and is implemented in the MATLAB environment. It is completely 
controlled by the user (input data, settings) through a Graphic User Interface.

Two issues of the software are available : 
- MISO version 1 : solver based on the partial coherence technique
- MISO version 2 : solver based on the Principal Component Analysis technique

Graphic User Interface

Figure: MISO Graphic User Interface

Data Input

Ref1 Létourneaux F., “MISO : A measurement method to separate noise emission of railway vehicles and tracks”, STAIRRS 
Deliverable 11 Part 5, Report STR23TR261102SNCF1.doc, 24 november 2003
Ref2 Létourneaux, F., Mellet C., Coste O., “MISO : A measurement method to separate noise emission of railway vehicles and 
tracks”, WCRR Proceedings, Edinburgh, Scotland, September 2003.
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Measured signals :
MISO is designed to work with the whole signals defined in the measurement protocol but it is 
also possible to perform calculations using only 2, 3 or 4 track acceleration signals (V1 and L1 
are mandatory).

Train speed calculation :
Two options are available through radio buttons which are mutually exclusive.
- select “Known” : when you know the train speed (driver information, radar…)
- select “Calculated” when you know the distance between two different wheels of the train. The 
train speed will be derived from this information.

“Known” option “Calculated” option

Figure : Speed calculation

Otherwise, it is also possible to calculate the train speed from the signal of two wheel passing 

detector (two trigger devices) when available, by pushing 

Definition of the Train sections :
These parameters are dedicated to the selection of the group of vehicles on which the separation 
is to be performed. 
Each train part (group of vehicles) is defined by the position of its first and last wheel in the train.
Example : for the following train, the signal corresponding to sig1 is selected by : “first wheel 7 / 

last wheel 10”. The signal is automatically cut midway between two wheels.

Track Transfer Function Calculation Option: 
If a track TF has already been calculated on the site, it is possible to load and reuse it in a new 
separation calculation. In that case, the track FRF assessment is skipped.

Other Parameters :
Other parameters (FFT parameters, Eliminated area) are present in the GUI but inactive for 
standard users.

Loco G50 VE268G50

1 2
Sig1

3 4 5 6 7 108 9
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Results
Once a calculation is performed, the software generates a window for each group of vehicles 
defined. These windows contain the results of the separation : a narrow band spectrum and a 
third octave spectrum. Overall levels in dB(A) and dBlin are also available.

Figure 1 : Result window

All the results are stored in a MATLAB file :
Narrow band spectra of the measured acceleration and acoustic signals,
Overall levels, Third octave band and Narrow band spectra of the vehicle and track acoustic 
contributions, Train speed, Vehicle and Track Transfer functions.

Consistency check
Moreover, a useful indicator of the results reliability is produced. It is the multiple coherence 
resulting of the track TF calculation. 

Figure 2 : Multiple coherence

Third octave frequency (Hz)
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3.2.8 TNO PBA analysis (TNO)

Purpose and scope of pass-by analysis software

TNO has developed a software tool called Pass-by Analysis Software that uses as input the time 
signals from a single trackside microphone and an accelerometer underneath the railhead or foot, 
see figure A.

The Pass-by Analysis Software provides output of the following parameters:

 combined effective wheel/rail roughness Lr from the accelerometer signal
 track spatial decay rate under operational conditions from the accelerometer signal
 total transfer function LH (sound pressure over roughness) characterising the track vehicle 

combination, from both microphone and accelerometer signals; this is normalised to the 
number of axles per meter.

By minimising either wheel or rail roughness, the other can be derived from the measured 
combined roughness. The same can be done for the transfer function: by measuring the pass-by 
of a low-noise vehicle with a low transfer function (e.g. small wheels), the track transfer function 
can be derived.

Main Applications

By using the software under specific conditions the following applications are available:

 Wheel roughness measurement for complete vehicles or trains from a single pass-by 
measurement;

 Assessment of rail roughness from multiple pass-bys;
 Measurement of a single transfer function characterising the vibro-acoustic behaviour of the 

track;
 Measurement of the track vibration decay rate;
 Estimation of a single transfer function characterising the vibro-acoustic behaviour of the 

vehicle;

This data is suitable to be collected in a database, which can be used to predict noise emission 
for various track-vehicle combinations.

Part of the software is a postprocessor, which allows the user to:

 Average obtained spatial decay data from different train passages (possibly at different 
speeds);

 Average obtained roughness level data from different train passbys;
 Average obtained transfer functions from different train passbys;
 Combine separate roughness data of track and wheels;
 Combine separate transfer function data of track and wheels;
 Calculation of the equivalent sound pressure level emitted by a train near a track at a user 

defined train speed, from collected roughness and transfer function data;
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Figure. A – Schematic overview of the analysis procedure with typical results

LH Lr Lp+ =
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Specification

Input

The required input is of the Pass-by Analysis Software is:

 Acceleration signal data, as a Matlab® file containing data as variable name. 
Sample frequency : 8 < fs < 50 kHz
Minimal effective dynamic range: 70 dB1

Acceleration signals synchronously recorded with pressure signals
 Pressure signal data, as a Matlab® file containing data as variable name. 

Sample frequency : 8 < fs < 50 kHz
Minimal effective dynamic range: 40 dB
Pressure signals synchronously recorded with acceleration signals

 (optional) Trigger signal data as a Matlab® file containing data as variable name. 
 (optional) Vibration decay data in 1/3 octave bands in a frequency range 

50 < f < 3150 Hz, as a Matlab® file containing ydata as variable name for the decay data, and 
xdata as variable name for the frequency data 

 Minimal axle distance as an integer value in [m]
 Train speed V as an integer value. The speed should be 30 < V < 300 [km/h]
 Sample frequency fs as an integer value. The sample frequency should be 

8 < fs < 50 [kHz].
 Number of wagons as an integer value, should be smaller than 20.

Possible input for the post processing software is:

 Roughness level data in 1/3-octave bands, as a Matlab® file containing ydata as variable name 
for the roughness data, and xdata as variable name for the wavelength data (0.4 < λ < 63 cm).

 Transfer function level data in 1/3-octave bands, as a Matlab® file containing ydata as variable 
name for the transfer function data, and xdata as variable name for the frequency data (100 < f 
< 3150 Hz).

 Vibration decay data in 1/3-octave bands as a Matlab® file, containing ydata as variable name 
for the decay data, and xdata as variable name for the frequency data (50 < f < 3150 Hz), and 
SpatialDecay as ‘decay data indicator’ with value 1.

 Sound pressure data in 1/3-octave bands as a Matlab® file, containing ydata as variable name 
for the sound pressure data, and xdata as variable name for the frequency data (50 < f < 3150 
Hz), and press as ‘sound pressure data indicator’ with value 1.

Output

The output of the Pass-by Analysis Software is:

 Combined effective wheel/rail roughness level file in 1/3-octave bands, as a Matlab® file 
containing ydata as variable name for the roughness data, and xdata as variable name for the 
wavelength data.
The range of the wavelength is bounded by the frequency range in which the indirect 
roughness method is applicable (100 < f < 3150 Hz). The wavelength range in which the total 
roughness can be determined as a function of pass-by speed is shown in figure 3.1. 

 Total transfer function file (sound pressure over roughness per axle per meter) characterising
the track vehicle combination in 1/3 octave bands in a frequency range 100 < f < 3150 Hz, as a 

1 The acceleration time signal measured in between two wheel pass-bys of a bogie should have a sufficiently large signal to 
noise ratio (> 10 dB). Otherwise the signal in the lower frequency range will be to close to the background noise level
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Matlab® file containing ydata as variable name for the transfer function data, and xdata as 
variable name for the frequency data.

 Sound pressure level file in 1/3-octave bands in a frequency range 50 < f < 3150 Hz, as a 
Matlab® file containing ydata as variable name for the sound pressure data, and xdata as 
variable name for the frequency data.

 Vibration Decay file for the vertical track vibrations in 1/3 octave bands in a frequency range 50 
< f < 3150 Hz, as a Matlab® file containing ydata as variable name for the decay data, and 
xdata as variable name for the frequency data.

Figure.B – Maximal wavelength range that can be covered by the indirect roughness method as a function of the pass-by 
speed.
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3.2.9 TWINS (simulation)

The track administrator of each member state is responsible for the determination of its own track 
transfer functions, corresponding to the situations in the country. Different possibilities to achieve 
track transfer spectra are given in the next table.

Class accuracy analysis Description of accuracy
High accuracy TWINS modelling +/- 2 dB per third octave band
Middle accuracy Determine components 

at the site 
(measurement of track 
decay rates) and 
choose category

Dependent on difference between site 
parameters and category parameters. In 
normal cases determined by pad stiffness 
which is +/- 4 dB on the total level. 

Middle/Low accuracy Determine average 
category for the whole 
country

Dependent on the method and on the 
distribution of the track transfer across the 
country. 

Another possibility is to measure the track transfer function at a site (see chapter 4). The 
accuracy for measuring is comparable to TWINS modelling.
For TWINS modelling, several parameters of one site are needed. But once the model is built, 
slight track differences across the country can be calculated very fast. This is an advantage when 
different track sites are considered. 

The main data needed to do the calculations are given in the table below. For some components, 
standard types are included in the TWINS model, like the monobloc or bi-bloc sleeper. For other 
components parameters like mass, geometry, stiffness must be known.
Apart from the data, a validation measurement is needed to tune the model. The validation 
measurement must consist of the measurement of the sound pressure level of several train pass-
bys at the reference track site, combined with measurements of the track and wheel roughness 
and vibration isolation and rail decay.

Parameters unit Standard type in TWINS
General Parameters       

Train Speed                [km/h]

Static Load                [N]

Young Mod. Steel           [N/m2]

Density Steel              [kg/m3]

Poisson Steel              [-]

Vibration isolation dB

Rail decay dB/m

Rail Parameters          UIC54/UIC60

If different type:

Mass per Metre             [kg/m]

Profile Radius             [m]

Vertical/lateral Bending Stiffnes  [Nm]

Vertical/lateral Shear Coefficien  [-]

Vertical/lateral Loss Factor       [-] 
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Pad Parameters 

Vertical/lateral Stiffness         [N/m]

Vertical/lateral Loss Factor       [-]

Sleeper Parameters       Monobloc, bibloc, wooden

If different type:

Sleeper Spacing            [m]

Total Mass                 [kg]

Geometrical properties [m]

[1] D12 part 1, Definition of track influence: rougness in rolling noise, HAR12TR-020813-AEA10, 
E. verheijen and A. van Beek 2003.
[2] D12 part 2, Definition of track influence, track composition and rolling noise, HAR12TR-
030403-AEA10, M. Beuving 2003.
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4 Measurement guidelines track

4.1 Track Roughness 

The railroughness has to be measured conform the protocol in § 3.2.1.

4.2 Track Transfer function

The track transfer function can be calculated in five distinct ways:

1. PBA + VTN + Lp-Lw method (see § 3.2 and 8)
2. PBA + MISO + Lp-Lw method (see § 3.2 and 8)
3. PBA + quiet vehicle method + Lp-Lw method (see § 3.2.8 and 8)
(the quiet vehicle method is not described in this Deliverable, for more information see [1])
4. with correction term on track transfer function for standard track (§ 4.5)
5. with TWINS simulations, § 3.2.9.

[1] STAIRRS report D11part3 (STR23TR120702TNO1), F. de Beer et al., TNO

4.3 Determine pad stiffness by decay rate measurement

The objectives of this paragraph are to show how the track decay rate measurement can allow to 
assess the main parameters useful for TWINS simulations and then track transfer function 
determination. To go further in the analysis, some clues are also provided in the memo [1] to 
understand how the track noise due to the excitation at the wheel rail interface is closely linked to 
the track dynamic characteristics.

The rail pad dynamic stiffness is a key parameter which more or less defines the track acoustic 
performance. “Dynamic” means that it is the value of the stiffness at a frequency which is relevant 
for the acoustic issue (i.e a few hundred Hz).
The best way to characterize this parameter is to carry out some track FRF measurements using 
hammer impacts (see NOEMIE protocol2) and to tune a track vibration model in order to fit 
simultaneously two quantities - the point accelerance and the Decay Rates- as described in the 
example figure 1.

2 Measurement specification for the NOEMIE Project – Draft E issued on 16/07/03 – AEIF
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Fpad

Fballast

Fanti

figure 1 : track model tuned vs measurements

The tuning procedure consists mainly to assess a relevant dynamic rail pad stiffness, by 
fitting the rail-sleeper decoupling frequency which corresponds both on the acccelerance 
curve to the Fpad peak and on the Decay Rate curve to the dramatic drop of the wave 
attenuation.

If no track model is available, a rough approximation of the Pad stiffness can also be 
calculated using one of the following formula (derived from 1 or 2 DOF models):

F
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Urail
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the rail anti-resonance is also given by :  
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Remark : Kpad, Kballast, Mrail and Msleeper are data corresponding to one span

For more information please refer to:

[1] Relationship between Rail Pad Stiffness, Decay rates, and track noise, F. Letourneaux, SNCF 
25-2-2004. HAR12MO040225SNCF01.

4.4 Simplified track correction method

This paragraph describes a simplified method to obtain the track transfer function based on 
comparison with a well-known standard track. This method is based on [1].

This procedure aims to determine the track characteristics for new, renewed or different types
of tracks. The noise calculation method is based on the fact that the track characteristics are 
independent of the type of vehicle or of the speed of the vehicle.
To verify this, it is necessary to perform measurements at one location at two additional speeds 

(difference >20, respectively 30%). The differences in the calculated track characteristics should 
be below 3 dB in each of the octave bands.

If the correction seems to be dependent on speed, additional research has to be carried out. In 
that case it is necessary to check the influence of rail roughness in the total roughness (see 
§4.4.1). If speed dependent differences still occur it is recommended to make use of one of the 
methods that are mentioned in § 4.2.

The track transfer function of the new track can be constructed by the transfer function of the 
known track and the measured differences in sound pressure levels.

[1] Reken- en meetvoorschrift Railverkeerslawaai, Ministerie VROM 6 sept 2002.
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4.4.1 Measurement set-up: Number and test tracks condition

To determine the correction terms for the track type, measurements are carried out on at least
two sections of test tracks, equipped with the new track type, each of at least 100 m long. The
construction of the test tracks is identical over this length. Adjacent to the test tracks lies a
reference track of at least 100 m with a track consisting of jointless rails on concrete mono
block sleepers in ballast. The construction of this reference track must be representative of the 
construction on which this recommendation is based.

For each location, the measurements are carried out on three cross-sections of the test track
and on two cross-sections of the reference track. The results of these measurements are
averaged over the cross-sections for both the test and reference track. The environment
between assessment point and reference and test track allows no difference in noise
transmission. This means that soil properties, realisation of embankment, height line, are
identical. They may however differ for the several locations.
The rail roughness of the test and reference tracks is preferably lower than the ISO maximum
graphic (pr EN ISO 3095). If this is not possible, the measurements can be made with a higher 
rail roughness. In this case, the total roughness should be determined: this is the sum of the rail 
roughness and the wheel roughness. The total roughness should be as similar as possible at 
both the reference and test location. Some deviations in the levels per octave band are allowed 
but they may not lead to a difference higher than 0.5 dB(A) in the A-weighted track type 
correction.

Both test and reference track are horizontal and not in a curve. In order to prevent contact
noises, no rail joints, welding joints, damaged paved areas or lose sleepers are allowed within
a distance of 25 m from each side of the measurement cross sections. Connecting
constructions between reference, test and other tracks are at least 25 m from the cross-sections.

4.4.2 Measurement set-up: Number and condition of the rail vehicles

To determine the track type correction terms, in each of the assessment points at least five
passages of railway equipment with cast-iron block brakes and relative high rail roughness are 
measured. The rolling noise of the passing railway equipment has to be dominant with no
other noise sources affecting the measurements. The condition of the passing railway equipment 
is recorded, stating at least the train type, train number and the number of passing railway 
carriages. The number of passages to be measured on each of both assessment points may 
differ by 20%.
The railway equipment must pass all assessment points with a constant speed (between 5%) 
between100 and 160 km/h and with the brakes deactivated.

4.4.3 Measurement set-up: Quantities to be measured and assessment point

The A-weighted equivalent sound pressure level in terts bands LpAeq is measured at the
cross-sections at a distance of 7.5 m from the centre of the track and at a height of 1.2 m
above railhead.
Rail roughness is measured according to the method in 3.1.1 for both the
reference and the test track.
Vibration measurements do not need to be executed, unless they are needed to determine the 
rail transmission (e.g. to use the measured track type to determine the properties of new railway
equipment.)
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4.4.4 Determination of correction values for track characteristics

The correction value for the track transfer function is calculated from the difference in LAeq of the 
passage of a single train, measured on both the new and the reference track. The correction
factor is the mean value of all the measured differences in the passages of all trains.

Ctesttrack, i = 1/n j ( LAeq,test,i,j - LAeq,ref,i,j )

In which: LAeq,test,i,j  = equivalent pressure level during the passage of train j in terts band i,  
energetically averaged for both test tracks; LAeq,ref,i,j =equivalent pressure level during the passage 
of train j in terts band j on the reference track; n = total amount of measurements.

[1] Adaptation and revision of the interim noise computation methods for the purpose of strategic 
noise mapping, Final report, part A, European commission DG Environment, B4-
3040/2001/329750/MAR/C1, 25-3-2003
[2] Reken- en meetvoorschrift Railverkeerslawaai, Ministerie VROM 6 sept 2002.

4.5 Other sources

4.5.1 Curve squeel

Reference [1] gives a measurement protocol that can be used to assess the occurence of squeal 
noise should be determined. The acquisition of more parameters than only the noise level allows 
for a comparison between different situations, e.g. before and after taking a measure against 
squeal noise. Also different measures applied in different situations can still be compared 
because the circumstances are described sufficiently. 

Squeal noise Simple measurement

Track parameters Type of sleeper or slab track:.......................

Type of rail 12.):...........................................

Type of rail pads:.........................................

Description rail wear 1.):.............................

Type rail joints 5.):.......................................

Rail gauge*:.............................................[m]

Curve radius*:.........................................[m]

Rail roughness* 2.): smooth/rough/corrugated

Cant*:...................................................[mm]

Vehicle parameters Type of rolling stock:...................................

Type of bogie:..............................................

Type of wheel (material):.............................

State of maintenance of vehicle 6.): ………………………………..km in 

service

Wheel base:............................................[m]

Axle load:............................................[tons]

Rolling velocity:...................................[m/s]

Distance between inside flanges**:.........[m]

Wheel roughness/out of roundness** 
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2.):smooth/rough/corrugated

Interaction parameters Coefficient of friction 8.) 11.).................. [-]

Meteo. parameters Air temperature 9.):...............................[°C]

Relative Air Humidity:.............................[%]

Humidity of rail: dry/moist/wet

Dust or rust on rail and wheel: dusty/clean

Noise Measurements 7.5 m from track, 1.2 m above railhead

inside & outside curve  

LpAeq,T (or TEL): ......... LpAmax,T: ........... [dB(A)]

*these track parameters should be identified at a number of sections along the curve, for 

example at intervals of 5 meter.

**these wheel parameters should be identified for all wheels in the wagons under test

Notes:

1. Along with the type of rail the wear of the rail should be identified: corrugation,

width of the running surface etc..

2. Roughness can be measured and presented in dB re 1 µm, or descripted as 

smooth/rough/corrugated.

3. Rail and wheel profiles should be measured. In case of the wheel including the 

complete flange profile.

4. The impedance measurement should include the vertical, lateral and cross response. 

Preferably these measurements should include low frequency responce, down to 5 Hz.

5. Rail joints do not produce squeal noise, a joint may be a trigger which initiates 

squeal noise.

6. This information should include number of kilometers in service, longitudinal play and 

stiffness of wheelset.

7. These parameters are in fact included in the impedance measurement of the wheel.

8. The coefficient of friction is the prime parameter of squeal noise, this parameter 

should be measured at several locations to get a good average value and preferably 

presented as a curve versus the creep velocity.

9. The temperature measurement preferably also be carried out at the rail (rail 

temperature).

10. These parameters are momentary parameters which can only be measured using an 

instrumented wheel set.

11. If any lubricant any wheel or rail coating is used, this should be indicated.

12. It should be identitified whether the railhead has been re-surfaced by welding (alloy 

inlay). Re-surfaced railheads will affect the friction coefficient, the elasticity 

modules and possibly the wheelprofile. The type of alloy should be identified.

1.2 m

7.5 m7.5 m

level of railhead

Simple measurement

Figure 3: Measurement of squeal noise.
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References:

[1] E. Verheijen e.a., A measurement protocol for curve squeal noise, paper presented at 
Internoise 2000, Nice.

4.5.2 Bridges

This paragraph describes a simplified method to obtain the additional noise from a bridge on the 
rolling noise. This method is mainly translated from [1], and assumes that the roughness is the 
same at the bridge and the reference track. If the railroughness differs from the standard track, 
the railrougness should be measured conform guideline in chapter 3, and a correction should be 
made.

The surcharge on the sound power level as a result of the radiation of the construction of the 
bridge can be obtained from comparison of measurements close to the bridge, with 
measurements close to the normal railway bank.
The sound pressure level LAeq of a train passage will be measured at a distance of 7.5 metre from 
the centre line of the track, at a height of 1,5 metre above railhead, both at bridge and bank. In 
case the length of the bridge is less than 30 metres, the distance will have to be equal to a
quarter of the length of the bridge. (For bridges of 10 meter or less, the surcharge will not have to 
be obtained because they will not be modelled as a separate traject part.) For both positions the 
LAeq will be determined for the time in which the level is higher than LAmax – 3 dB. The surcharge 
follows from the mean difference between both positions over at least 5 train passages, with a 
correction for the calculated attenuation A to both microphone positions.

Sbridge,i,j = 1/n  ( LAeq,br,i,j – LAeq,ba,i,j ) + (Abr,i – Aba,i ) – 1

with: i = index for the terts band;
j = measurement number;
LAeq,br,i,j = result measurement bridge;
LAeq,ba,i,j = result measurement bank.

The attenuation (A) should be determined for the traject part with a length that corresponds with 
the mean value of the time of analysis of LAeq.
Furthermore an extra correction of 1 dB is taken into account as a result for the measurement in 
the near field and for the radiation characteristics of the bridge.

Note: Radiation characteristics of a bridge are usually very different from the normal directivity on 
a bank. See also chapter 7.

[1] Reken- en meetvoorschrift Railverkeerslawaai, Ministerie VROM 6 sept 2002.

4.5.3 Impact noise: rail joints

No measurement protocol is available at time of writing of this report. Corrections for railjoints can 
be made in a form of an “equivlaent rougness level”. See D12 part3, report on Other Sources.

4.5.4 Slab track

Conform §6.2 (track transfer function) or §6.4 (Track correction method)
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4.5.5 Rail dampers

Conform §6.2 (track transfer function) or §6.4 (Track correction method)
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5 Measurement guideline traction noise vehicle (TNO)

5.1 Introduction

The measurement methods for traction noise should be performed either as loaded pass-by, 
acceleration, deceleration or stationary sound pressure measurements. The protocols of prEN 
ISO 3095:2001 can be used for this, but need to be supplemented with specific aspects. These 
are:

- better definition of duty cycles for acceleration, deceleration/braking and standstill
- sound power measurement of individual sources
- directivity measurement
- determining source heights and sound power allocation to multiple positions
- conversion from pass-by sound pressure levels to sound power levels

Individual sources are characterised by measuring them only during operation. Source heights 
are identified either by the physical position of the source and/or by additional measurements. 
Allocation of sources to multple positions is done according to formula (7) of [1].

The following duty cycles and corresponding measurement procedures are proposed. The 
methods are not yet formulated in the format suitable for a standard, and will require further 
practical review.

It may be possible to suffice with a stationary measurement to characterise traction noise, but 
only if the true operating conditions can be well-simulated. This means that at least the engine 
rpm must be similar to that under real conditions; but even then, possible load effects and 
additional sources such as turbochargers may be missed. In general, the pass-by at constant 
speed may not always be the best method as the load condition is not necessarily stable: the rpm 
and instantaneous power level tend to vary during a normal pass-by, so this should be well-
controlled.
The acceleration test is probably the best for realistic operating conditions, but may tend to 
display spread in results, which should be assessed.

5.2 Standstill/idling

The duration of this duty cycle is at least 20 seconds and sufficiently long to include various 
relevant sources such as compressors, blowoff valves, individual fans. The duty cycle should be 
representative for normal conditions of standstill at a station, shunting yard or anywhere along a 
track. The measurement commences directly after arrival to standstill (a locomotive must arrive 
with a hauled train). Standard 7,5 meter microphone positions are used, with exception of 
positions in front and behind the vehicle. Microphones close to the sources are optional and 
measurements on only one side are permitted unless there is significant difference between
source locations and strength either side of the vehicle. The following is determined:

- The duration of a characteristic standstill duty cycle
- the sound power and if applicable rpm of the drive at idling
- for diesel powered vehicles, if possible the sound power at rpm at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of 
the rpm range (to be used for constant speed and acceleration emission)
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- the sound power, actual rpm and if possible maximum rpm, and operation duration of the 
cooling fans
- the sound power, and operation duration of all other relevant sources such as compressor, 
blowoff valves
- heights of each source. Possible sources include air vents through which engine block noise is 
emitted, exhaust and intake positions, gear transmission and fan positions, if relevant sources.

5.3 Acceleration

The duration of the acceleration duty cycle is from standstill up to 30 km/h, or the speed at which 
traction noise is dominated by rolling noise. This condition is relevant for areas near stations, 
shunting yards, tracks with a gradient and along tracks where trains frequently stop. Several 
microphone positions are required along the track, all at 7,5m from the track centreline and 1,2m 
above the rail surface. These are placed at the following positions either simultaneously or in 
successive measurements with displaced microphones:

- next to the front of the powered vehicle
- at 10 meters and 20 meters along the track, and additionally at more positions if required. This 
is the case if rpms of the drive system or fans change significantly with increasing distance.

The Lpeq,tp is measured at each position to minimise frequency variation (tp is the transit time from 
buffer tobuffer). For long vehicles and multiple units with distributed traction Lpeq,tp is also 
registered for the duration of the audible passing of traction bogies or components.

The following is determined:

- the sound power and drive rpm at maximum rpm 
- the sound power and fan rpm at maximum rpm, fan duration if not continuous
- heights of each source. Possible source heights include air vents through which engine block 
noise is emitted, exhaust and intake positions, gear transmission and fan positions.
- Maximum drive and fan rpms are determined and the corresponding sound powers, if possible.

The sound power spectra are derived as a function of drive rpm and fan rpm by interpolation of 
measured data for each frequency band. This results in LWdrive(f, ndrive) , LWfan(f, nfan), dfan, LWi(f,) 
and di for each other source. Then the overall traction noise can be determined according to 
formula (4) in chapter 4 of [1]. 

Source heights may need to be set at air vents through which engine block noise is emitted, 
exhaust and intake positions, gear transmission and fan positions, if they are relevant sources.

If the above methods are no possible to perform, it is also allowable to base the sound power 
emission data on the standstill measurements at different characteristic rpms.

5.4 Braking noise / deceleration

The duty cycle for deceleration includes braking at any speed, and the deceleration from a given 
speed tostandstill. Two measurements are required, one braking at speed, and one measurement 
braking from 30 km/h down to standstill.
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a) For braking at speed, two or more microphones are placed at sufficient distance along the 
track to measure braking noise at speed with at least 20% difference. The higher speed should 
be at least 80 km/h. See also measurement speeds in [2].
b) For braking to standstill, two or more microphones are placed, with one at the rear of the 
vehicle at standstill, and one at 10 and 20 meters.

In both cases the Lpeq,tp is measured at 7,5m from the track centreline and 1,2 meter above the 
rail surface.The sound power spectra are derived as a function of train speed as described in 
chapter 4 [1], by interpolation of measured data for each frequency band. This results in LWbrake(f, 
v) , LWsqueal(f), dfan, LWi(f,) and di for each other source. Then the overall traction noise can be 
determined according to formula (4) in chapter 4 of [1].

Deceleration noise may often actually be dominated by braking noise, i.e. not noise from the drive 
or cooling systems.

5.5 Constant speed

Traction noise at constant speed is best derived from acceleration conditions for which a 
significant and defined load is present. Once the traction noise emission is known as a function of 
drive and fan rpms, a characteristic operating condition for the traction system can be defined 
based on several (loaded) passbys at different constant speeds below 60 km/h. 2-3 passbys at 
different speeds are required, from which the operating condition (fan and drive rpm) can be 
correlated to train speed.

An average load condition and/or engine rpm (for diesels) must be derived, characteristic of 
average operation at the mentioned speeds.

The sound pressure level is then derived as a function of load and/or engine rpm. The sound 
power can be derived from this.

5.6 Source height determination

The source heights can be identified by

- specifying the physical location of the component or surface concerned
- comparing spectra from close measurements at each supposed source to the spectrum 
at larger distance, e.g. 7.5 m
- microphone array techniques
-simplified microphone array techniques.

Whatever technique used, the total sound power for a given source from all source heights j must 
be the energy sum of the individual source contributions: 

LWtot = 10 lg ∑ (10Lwhj/10) 

5.7 Optional additional measurements

Besides the basic set of measurements described above, additional measurements can be 
performed to reduce measurement uncertainty due to number of samples, temperature, speed 
variation, timing or other effects.
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Averaging these additional measurements should reduce the measurement uncertainty.

References:
[1] WP1.2 Rail Sources: Modelling of Railway Traction Noise for Input to Rail Traffic Noise 
Models, HAR12TR-030710-TNO01.doc, M.Diettrich e.o. sept 2003.
[2] M.G. Dittrich, M.H.A. Janssens: Measurement procedures for determining railway noise 
emission as input to calculation schemes, technical article, TNO, 2001.

6 Measurement guideline for aerodynamic noise (SNCF/DB)

6.1 General principle

The purpose of this chapter is to propose a practical measurement method to fill in the tables 
concerning aerodynamic noise in the HARMONOISE railway sources database. Two tables need 
to be filled in: 

A first one for the source in the bogie area at the height of 0.5m from the rail head.
A second one for the source in the upper part (pantograph+recess of the pantograph+roof 
equipment) at the height of 4m from the rail head.

These tables are similar and should give the sound power level in third octave bands, the 
reference speed for which these Lw have been obtained and the speed exponent.
Two default directivity patterns are given for each of these two source types (bogie and 
pantograph) in the database manual. It is not the purpose of this measurement protocol to precise 
how to measure them. They have been mainly obtained through wind tunnel tests.

The different measurement methods described in the state of the art chapter of [1] are not 
dedicated for our purpose here:

The antenna measurements are useful to localise the sources and give information on their type 
(according to different frequency ranges). This method can not provide the source levels. 
Furthermore, this technique is heavy and expensive and can not be recommended as a practical 
method to obtain Lw.
The wind tunnel measurements are useful to understand physical phenomena or to optimise 
aerodynamic noise reduction measures (bogie shielding, new concept of pantograph…). This can 
not be recommended as a practical method to obtain Lw.
The COP technique described in the state of the art is also a measurement technique which can 
help in a research stage to understand the source in the bogie area and estimate which part of 
the turbulent source radiates really sound. This can not be recommended as a practical method 
to obtain Lw.

We will propose further on a practical method to estimate Lp from on line measurements. The 
method to derive Lw from Lp will be the same as thus described for the rolling noise in chapter 8.

References:
[1] WP1.2 Rail Sources: aerodynamic noise, HAR12TR-031222-SNCF01.doc, C.Talotte e.o. 
SNCF, dec 2003.
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6.2 Experimental configuration

6.2.1 Train configuration

The train used for this protocol should be a high speed train dedicated to these measurements 
and authorised to reach 350 km/h.
The wheel roughness characteristics should be known (measured or estimated).

6.2.2 Site configuration

The site should be chosen to be at the higher speed as possible, in a flat area without high 
vegetation. A site with a representative noise barrier should also be chosen in the same area 
(with topography as close as possible from the site without barrier). 
The track roughness should be known (measured or estimated).

6.2.3 Microphone position

The microphone position for all the following measurements is 25m from the track and 3.5m high 
(point required for the European TSI).
The Laeq, tp is measured in third octave bands. We will use in the following equations Lp for 
Laeq, tp.

6.2.4 First step: evolution with speed

The first step is to determine the evolution of the total noise with speed and then estimate: 
The transition speed between dominance of rolling noise and dominance of aerodynamic noise
The speed exponent of the aerodynamic noise
The recommended speed range for this is 200km/h to 350 km/h with a minimum of seven 
different speeds (example: 200, 220, 250, 280, 300, 320, 350).
Due to the difficulty to cover a sufficient range of speeds, the estimation of the speed exponent 
should be done cautiously and in a statistical point of view (it is indeed very easy to make a big 
mistake in the estimation of the speed exponent of the aerodynamic noise if you consider only 
three values at 300, 320 and 350 km/h). 

6.2.5 Second step: to extract rolling noise

The estimation of the rolling noise part will be done from the previous measurements by 
analysing the results for the speeds range for which the rolling noise dominates. The result 

)f(rol,Lp)f(Lp VrolVrol  for a speed Vrol for which the aerodynamic can be neglected will be 
used.
The combined roughness (wheel and track) should be known (measured or estimated) in function 
of the wave length )(Lrough  and can be transformed in a frequency dependent roughness for a 
given speed.
We can determine then the transfer function of the rolling noise at Vrol:

)f(L)f(rol,Lp)f(L Vrol,roughVrolVrol,transfer 

Then the rolling noise can be extracted from the total noise measured for the most important 
speed measured Vaero to determine the aerodynamic noise part.

The rolling noise at Vaero is )f(L)f(L)f(rol,Lp Vaero,roughVrol,transferVaero 
With the help of the energetic subtraction , the aerodynamic noise at Vaero can be calculated:
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)f(Lp)f(aero,Lp VaeroVaero   )f(rol,Lp Vaero

This result Lp,aeroVaero(f) is the total aerodynamic noise (bogie source at 0.5m + higher sources at 
4m) at the reference speed of Vaero.
We can notice that in this process, the traction noise has not been extracted. It is supposed to be 
negligible at Vaero comparing to the aerodynamic noise. 

6.2.6 Third step: to separate aerodynamic noise of the bogie area from aerodynamic noise of the 
upper part

The same principle as thus described in the previous paragraph will be followed with 
measurements carried out behind a 2m high noise barrier for the same speeds range. For this 
situation, the measurement mbarrier2,VaeroLp contains mainly the higher aerodynamic sources 
(roof, pantograph), the transmission of the rolling noise through the noise barrier and the 
diffraction effect of the barrier edge.
The aerodynamic noise of the bogie area can be obtained by:

VaeroVaero aero,Lpbogie,aero,Lp   mbarrier2,VaeroLp

6.3 Conclusion on the aerodynamic noise protocol

The method proposed here is the most practical one for extracting aerodynamic noise. This 
method has not been yet tested and validated.
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7 Measurement guideline directivity (SP)

7.1 Introduction

The directivity of a noise source is defined as the angle distribution of its power. According to EN 
ISO 3744 the directivity index DI of a sound source for a hemispherical surface is defined as the 
difference between the sound pressure level (in dB) measured in the particular direction and the 
surface sound pressure level (in dB) averaged over the measurement surface, both quantities are 
corrected for background noise [1]. 

As to traffic noise, people often talk about horizontal and vertical directivity, which are the 
horizontal and vertical angle distribution of the sound power, respectively. By the normalization 
procedure proposed in [2] (equation (4.2) therein), which is convenient for traffic noise problems, 
DI for horizontal directivity could by a constant be different from the DI defined in [1]. For vertical 
directivity, the most interesting one is the pass-by vertical directivity, which is different from the 
instantaneous vertical directivity because the vertical angle between the source and the receiver 
will vary during a pass-by [3].  

For the most of railway noise sources their directivity will not depend on the motion (except the 
Doppler effect on their spectra). It is then possible to manage directivity measurements with the 
source being stationary. The only exception is aerodynamic noise, for which its directivity may 
vary with the speed of motion (dipole sources compete with quadrupole sources). The directivity 
of aerodynamic noise can only be measured during a train pass-by, or equivalently, by some 
wind-tunnel measurements [4]. 

For noise sources that are small in geometry their directivity can be measured by directly applying 
EN ISO 3744 – to measure sound power distribution on a hemispherical surface. For noise 
sources that are big in geometry such as a locomotive their directivity may have to be measured 
by a less accurate method – to measure sound power distribution on a box-shaped surface. For 
some noise sources that are extremely big in geometry (at least in one dimension) such as a 
bridge or a rail/track, there is currently no effective method to measure their directivity. 

The directivity of train noise is determined by all the directivity effect of its sub-sources. It could 
vary train by train because of different combinations of sub-sources. It can also vary with the 
measurement distance d when d < l (the train length) [5]. Since for each point source its directivity 
is independent of the other sources it can be determined individually. With all the directivity of the 
sub-sources known the directivity of train noise can be predicted [5]. 

In the following sections the methods to determine the directivity for different railway noise 
sources will be described and finally some default directivity functions will be given.

Examples of how to measure directivity from wheel&rail radiation in a laboratory is given in 
reference [15].

7.2 Methods to determine directivity: Traction noise

Traction noise has many sub-sources [9], which can be distributed between the bogie height and 
the train roof, and also in a large dimension horizontally. For trains with diesel locomotive(s) the 
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dominant traction noise will be the engine noise. For trains with E-locomotive(s) the noise from 
the cooling system will be the dominant traction noise.  
The characteristic source dimension for a D-loco is often too large for practical measurements of 
its directivity on a hemispherical surface. In such cases approximate estimates can be made 
using a box-shaped enveloping surface according to EN ISO 3746. In [10] one example of this 
kind of measurements was given, in which the measurement distance d is 2m ( is the distance 
from the reference box to a box-shaped measurement surface). The locomotive was stationary on 
a concrete ground and the engine ran at its full power (900 rpm). The sound energy flow is 
presented in figure 4 and the measured sound power distribution is shown in figure 5. 

.

Figure 4. Sound energy flow through the diesel-electric locomotive [11]. 

The measured sound power distribution on the box-shaped measurement surface cannot give an 
accurate directivity function for the D-loco noise but, combining the knowledge of the location and 
approximate sound power level of different noise sources with theoretical models of radiation 
from openings and screening, a useful estimate could be obtained. In the example the exhaust 
located on the roof-centre causes the highest sound pressure level (97 dB). At the two ends the 
noise level is about 14 dB lower due to a longer distance from the main noise sources and some 
screening and possible directivity. 

The directivity of braking noise can be measured in the same way for measuring the directivity of 
wheel noise. And, to measure its directivity one should design a special test rig: the measured 
wheel will be put on a shaft in such a way that it can rotate and be braked down. If possible the 
shielding effect of the test rig should be as similar to the condition in use as possible, otherwise 
the relevant correction should be done.  

Before data on the directivity of braking noise have been obtained the directivity of it will be 
assumed to be the same as that of wheel noise (without shielding effect).
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Figure 5 The distribution of the A-weighted sound pressure level (LpA) for the SP measured D-locomotive noise [10].

7.3 Methods to determine directivity: Aerodynamic noise 

The directivity of aerodynamic noise can be measured in two ways:
(1) wind-tunnel measurements 
(2) pass-by measurements. 

Wind-tunnel measurements for the purpose are straightforward: to measure sound pressure 
levels at all angle positions interested, which will give the directivity. One example of such 
measurements was shown in [4] for simple cases and in [16] for railway configuration 
measurements in wind tunnels. 

The alternative way to measure the directivity of aerodynamic noise is to use a microphone array 
and make a pass-by measurement [15], but this method is not easy to handle due to the difficulty 
to seperate the aerodynamic source from the other ones and adapt a post-processing method to 
assess the directivityfrom array measurements.
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8 Sound pressure (Lp) to Sound Power (Lw)

8.1 Introduction

The source model as adopted by WP1.2 defines 5 source heights. The two lower source heights 
are used for rolling noise originating from track vibrations and vehicle vibrations respectively3. In 
order to provide source power levels for these rolling noise sources, there are at least two 
approaches:
1. to calculate the source power using engineering models like TWINS and RIM. The TWINS 

approach has been investigated in detail in HAR12TR-030403-AEA11 (D12 part 2).
2. to calculate the source power using pass-by measurements.

The goal of this chapter is to provide a method to calculate the sound power per metre track 
using measured sound pressure levels (SEL, TEL, Leq). Once the rolling noise has been 
separated into a track contribution and a vehicle contribution, i.e. using separation tools like VTN, 
MISO, or PBA+quiet vehicle method, the calculation of the source power appears to be simple 
and straightforward if certain measurement conditions are satisfied. 
It is expected that this method can be also used to render an appropriate source description for 
the WP4 sites and data selected for the validation of the reference model WP2 and the 
engineering model WP3. As source separation was not part of the WP4 measurement campaign, 
the distribution of sound energy between the track and the vehicle source must be estimated first. 
This assessment is not part of this memo but will be investigated later. 

8.2 Rolling noise sources

The Harmonoise model specifies two sources for rolling noise.
1. The track source Str consists of all partial sources of the track: rails and sleepers. In case of 

slab track, the slab itself may be regarded as an alternative source for the sleepers and the 
ballast. The track source is situated between the rails, at railhead level, as a source line in 
parallel to the track axis.

2. The vehicle source Sveh consist of all rolling noise sources of the vehicle. The combined 
source power of these vehicle sources is attributed to a line at 0.5 m height above the 
railhead, in the middle of the track, in parallel to the track axis.

8.3 Measurement conditions

The sound power can be determined from the equivalent sound pressure level Leq (or SEL or 
TEL) measured during pass-by of a train or group of vehicles. The measurement microphone 
must be situated not too far away from the track, in order to reduce meteorological influences and 
ground effects. However, the microphone should not be too close to the track, to reduce 
influences of the source distribution (real source heights and real distance of the sources.) The 
standard distance of x = 7.5 m from the central line of the track provides a good compromise that 
satisfies both criteria. 

The test conditions should be as given in prEN ISO 3095:2001, Section 6.1 “Test environment”. 
The track conditions shall comply with Section 6.4.1 “General”. The following devations from 
these standard conditions apply:
- The terrain’s flatness between the foot of the ballast bed and the microphone should be 

within 0.4 m. The ballast bed should be less than 0.7 m above the ground.

3 The source at 0.5 m may also be used for traction noise and aerodynamic noise.
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- The flow resistivity of the ground is considered to be 200 kPa s m-2, which is general soft soil 
(uncompacted ground, grass field, forest floors). The flow resistivity of the ballast is 
considered to be 50 kPa s m-2.

- The microphone (R) should be at 7.5 m from the central line of the track, at a height of 1.2 m 
above the upper surface of the rails. 

- A summary of these conditions is given in the cross section drawing (Figure 4).
-

1.20

0.50

0.00

R

ballast general soft soil

< 0.7 m < 0.4 m < 0.4 m

x =7.5 m

Str

Sveh

8.4 Excess attenuation and sound power

If these conditions are satisfied, the excess attenuation Aexcess as given in Figure 5 can be used. 
For other microphone positions and other terrain conditions, the excess attenuation should be 
evaluated using the Harmonoise engineering model4.

If Leq,tr and Leq,veh are the equivalent sound pressure levels (determined using STAIRRS source 
separation methods) of track and vehicle, respectively, and vT is the length of the vehicle group 
for which Leq,tr and Leq,veh have been determined, the sound power per metre of train is (see 
HAR1TR-021204-SP02)

Lw,tr = Leq,tr + 10 lg (4x) – Aexcess – 10 lg ( 2 atan ( ½ vT / x ) / vT ) 

to be attributed to the track source Str , and

Lw,veh = Leq,veh + 10 lg (4x) – Aexcess – 10 lg ( 2 atan ( ½ vT / x ) / vT )

to be attributed to the vehicle source Sveh .

4 The model used to assess Aexcess in Figure 5 is Nord2000. These values should be updated later, using the Harmonoise 
engineering model. 

Figure 4: Cross section of standard measurement situation.
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8.5 The next steps

After these sound power levels have been calculated, the WP1.2 source model requires that the 
combined effective roughness is used to determine the track and vehicle transfer functions. 
These transfer functions, from roughness excitation to sound power, are described in HAR12TR-
030403-AEA11 (D12 part 2). 

If the method described in this chapter provides sufficient accuracy, it can be used to determine 
the sound power for the cases that will be used in the validation process in WP2 and WP3. The 
accuracy will be asessed by comparing the Nord2000 excess attenuation with the Reference 
model’s excess attenuation. The differences between these results will give an indication of the 
importance of the differences between the Nord2000 model and the Reference model with regard 
to Aexcess.
In addition to this, it is planned by WP2 to calculate the excess attenuation for a few track cross 
sections that are within the specifications (§ 8.2). These variations give an indication of how well 
the measurement conditions are defined here. This could lead to an update of this chapter.

This method has to be tested for aerodynamic noise (higher microphone position).

Figure 5: Aexcess for the track and vehicle source lines. Calculated with Nord2000 for standard track conditions.

freq Str Sveh freq Str Sveh

25 5.92 5.81 630 -3.32 -0.10
31.5 5.88 5.74 800 -3.24 0.66

40 5.82 5.64 1000 -2.52 0.73
50 5.71 5.48 1250 -1.78 0.60
63 5.56 5.24 1600 -0.95 1.10
80 5.31 4.87 2000 0.41 0.28

100 4.93 4.30 2500 1.65 0.81
125 4.34 3.41 3150 2.58 0.44
160 3.48 2.11 4000 2.74 0.38
200 2.42 0.52 5000 1.77 -0.38
250 1.35 -1.76 6300 -0.24 -0.73
315 0.16 -4.01 8000 -0.57 -1.29
400 -0.83 -4.92 10000 -0.54 -2.28
500 -2.66 -2.60 Hz dB dB
Hz dB dB
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9 Conclusions

This deliverable gives a complete overview of the state-of-the-art of available measurement 
techniques for obtaining data for input in the Harmonoise Source model. Data processing is 
described to the point of transforming Sound pressure (Lp) to Sound power (Lw). The 
measurement guideline for Rolling noise is on the level of a measurement protocol. The 
measurement guideline for traction noise (chapter 5) and Aerodynamic noise (chapter 6) are not 
yet formulated in a format suitable for a standard (protocol), and will require further practical 
review. The measurement guidelines for directivity also need further practical review.

Measurements should be collected in the STAIRRS measurement database, before being used in 
the Harmonoise database. The STAIRRS measurement database should be extended with 
traction noise and aerodynamic noise. Furthermore, connectivity between these databases 
should be tested.

The method for converting the measurements from Lp to LW is based on LW per meter train. Due 
to a change in “starting point” by the Harmonoise Steering Committee at the last week of WP1.2 
to LW for equivalent moving point sources, this issue remains unsolved.

Some of the methods are presented as examples. The measurement methods and tools are 
under constant development. Refined ad/or simplified procedures will most likely be developed, 
and may even be more standarized over the next decade. It has not been part of the Harmonoise 
project to create new measurement methods or standards.

Further developments would be needed to get measurement methods coherent with procedures 
in force according to the TSI, which will have the advantage of being systematically applied.


